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Evaluation of GSt 25 .7roject-Or1ented Field Study

The purpose of this report is to evaluate the effectiveness of the

undergraduate field study course, GSt 250/350 funded by the Division of

General and Interdisciplinary Studies during autumn quarter 1971_

Administration

The course is overseen by a supervisory committee consisting of three

faculty members appointed by the Dean, one serving as chairman, the teaching

assistant, and three undergraduates from the Community Services Commission

(CSC). This committee is to meet three times during the quarter to set general

policies and procedures. The TA's duties are semel rized in lppendix 1 which

pr vides a guide for all future quarters. In addition to these duties, the

TA spends the bulk of her 20 hour8 per week advising students individually

and providing liaison among the supervisory committee, the General Studies

Office, Community Services Commission, faculty sponsors and participating

agencies. The TA is responsible for collecting and evaluating student papers,

agency ratings of students, and other data related to the educational objec-

tives of the course. The General Studies Office provides clerical assistance

and the CSC has overseen two primary field activities, S.T.A.Y. and Soeial

Tutoring. In addition, Project Accomplish ha., played a vital role in advising

Students and locating new agencies willing to supervise students. Faculty

sponsors have made it possible for students to do fieldwork in other than
_

"appr vedi agenci-es for which the TA has carried the primary instructional

responsibility.

The faculty members on the supervisory committee have been available to

resolve any instructional difficulties the TA may have and each is currently



working on pr jects related to Improving the quality of GSt 250/350,

Ronald Akers, Sociology, is working with CSC members to write better guide-

lines for student reports; Jerry Kelley, Continuing Education. and Social

Work, has Leen consulting with CSC members to Improve proposals for expanding

field studies; Patricia Lunneborg, i?sychology, has seen evaluation of the

course as her primary contribution.

Agencies are required to evaluate students placed with them at the end

of every quarte

See Appendix 2.

and to report on their supervision and training function.

Agencies are continuously evaluated by the TA who maintains

an 'approved" list according the criteria of adequate supervision and quaP.ty

of student activity. These agencies represent natural extensions of University

fields of study and do not violate University policy towards religious teaching

and partisan politics.

Goals

GSt 25050 as a University course has different goals than a traditional

volunteer program. The student is the focus of the experience rather than

clients or agency needs. His education is paramount; the services he provides

are secondary. His motivation differs somewhat from a volunteer. The student

wants primarily to learn--more knowledge of disciplines such as sociology,

education, psychology, more about himself (capabilities, weaknesses,

career interests),

its

can

application in

and nore

society.

about

Also

expect to be properly trained

the relationship of classroom learning to

in contrast to volunteering, the student

and supervised by Individuals who accept

teaching as proper agency function. Students must also set specific education-.

al go,Ile and communicate formally to the University their progress towards
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these goals. Naturally students, like volunteers, derive satisfaction from

serving others and expressing altruism through field study, but their primary

satisfaction is in enhanced learning through this nonacademic mode.

In its "Guide for Participating Agencies" GSt 250/350 is described as

follows:

Project-Oriented Study offers the student academic credit for
learning done outside University classrooms and laboratories.
Most often the student does volunteer service at a reputable
community agency where his work is guided by an established profes-
sional person with the ,:ooperation of a university faculty committee.
Less often, a student will originate his own project and work on it
with a faculty advisor from the university with interests in the
specific area of the project.

For students with fairly definite career plans, Project-
Oriented Study provides pre-vocational fieldwork not available
elsewhere. But many other students choose Project-Oriented Study
as a real-life laboratory to apply, evaluate, challenge, and integrate
the products of their academic training. Students have clearbut
not necessarily narrow--ideas of educational goals for their proje ts.
Their projects are not to duplicate other university courses or
programs.

Requirements

Tbe course requirements are:

1. A minimum of 3 hours work per week per credit unit on the project,

a total of 30 hours per credit during the quarter. This time includes a

reasonable amount of preparation and transportation. Students may earn up

to 5 credits per quarter and a maximum of 15 credits total.

2. A term paper of length and quality appropriate to the number of

credits earned. This paper need not be "scholarly," but it must represent

the student's concept of what he has learned from the project.

3. In addition, each student is rated by his supervisor at the end of

the quarter. Participants are graded on a Pas ail basis according to their

recortl of time spent the term paper, and the agency evaluation.
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Results

Enrollment autumn quarter 1971 was 115 of whom 112 received credit (an

S, pass), and 3 received incompletes (two for illness, one for lack of agency

evaluation. It was the policy of the TA to require students to withdraw from

the course if they were not meeting requirements by the quarter's end--thus,

no I's were given for this reason. Of the original 143 students who signed

up, 33 were made to take passing withdrawals.

The papers in the TA's judgment were =,enerally well-done and imaginative

but varied greatly in the obvious amount of time and thought invested in each.

They correlated, as expected, with number of hours of credit, the 5-hour

students turning in the best papers. One-third referenced readings done in

conjunction with their field projects. When papers were of marginal quality,

the TA used the agency evaluation to decide whether to pass or fail the stu-

dent. Obviously, even the poor scholars in the group met their service

obligations.

Every quarter of the current academic year a different evaluative

instrument is being used to assess the effectiveness of GSt 25050. Winter

quarter a student rating of agencies is planned and in spring a study of

changes in values. Autumn quarter 37 of the 112 students completed an anony-

mous questionnaire about their experiences. The remainder of the report

summarizes student responses.

Personal information. Typical of experiential learning courses

elsewhere, 60 percent of enrollees were women, 40% men. Fifty-two percent

were between 17-21 in age, 29% between 22 and 25, with 19% older. Seniors

constituted 44% of the sample, 22% juniors, 26% sophomores, 6% freshmen, and

2% "other." Estimated present cumulative GPA's suggest an "average" group of

students and were as follows:
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GPA's 10

2.0 - 2.5 17
2.6 - 3.0 35
3.1 - 3.5 34
over 3.5 14

Only 62% of these students were A--S majors, the bulk in social sciences

(38% of total). Remarkably, came from outside the traditional ARS curric-

ulum. These students were enrolled for the following amounts of credit:

1-10 credit 6%; 11-15 credits 42%; 16-10 credits, 30%; 18 and above credits,

22%. As may be seen, over half of these students were taking above average

loads, more or less adding on field study rather than replacing academic fare.

Fieldwork credits were distributed as follows:

Credit

1 17
2 19

3 31
8

5 25

Students earning 1 or 2 credits tended to be STAY and Social Tutoring partici-

pants whose hours were limited by the availability of children to be tutored.

Students earning 5 credits tended to be faculty-sponsored and in projects

directly related to career plans.

Individual project information. Students described their training in the

following way:

Percent students
reporting

Type of
training

Percent students reporting
1-3 hrs 4-6 hrs Over 6 hrs

34 Pre-service orientation) 13 3 18

59 In-service (on-the-job) 19 1 39

43 Continuing (workshops,
seminars, lectures)

13 4 26

43 Reading (manuals, books) 21 2 20

21 Other 2 0 19
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No student reported no training and the average number of training

experiences provided by agencies was two. Ltudents primarily worked directly

with clients (33%) and 1 ere paid for their work in addition to receiving

credit. With these clients they performed the following services: education

or tutoring (53%), counseling or therapy (28%), social service (22%), research

(17%), child care and medical services (K each) and legal aid (5(%). Twenty-

three percent performed "other" services which included interviewing, testing,

recreation supervision, administrative mork.

Students evaluated their agency training in relation to their field study

projects in the following way: 35% rated their training from "very helpful"

to "moderately helpful" with only 13% saying "slightly helpfUl" and 2% "no

help at all.' They rated this experience in terms of their over-all college

education: 8 fram "very" to 'moderately" helpful, 15% 'slightly helpful"

and 3% "no help at all.' The modal response to both of these items was the

extreme of "very helpful." _)ver half of the group reported amount of super-

vision ranging from zero to 25% of the time 1 tudents were supervised

from a quarter to a half of their time at the agency; 26% of students were

heavily supervised, their activities overseen from 50 to 100% of the time.

Students evaluated this supervision as 'very helpful," 39%; "fairly helpful,"
26%; "moderately helpful," 16%; "slightly helpfUl," 11%; and "no help," 8 %.
/ Eighty-one percent said their supervision contributed to their over-all

college education from 'very to "moderately" helpful, while 19% checked it

as only "slightly" or 'no help." Again, as shove, over three-quarters of

these students judge they were realizing their educational objectives through

field study.

Twenty-nine percent of the group had faculty sponsors (in addition often

to agency supervisors) with whom they consulted once, 37%; 2-3 times, 42%, 4
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times, 210. The twenty-five individuals with faculty sponsors rated

the benefit of this consultation in the same pattern as above with more

dissatisfaction than with agency personnel - 32% said faculty were "slightly"

to "no help" on their particular project, and 24% said faculty were of little

help in terms of their over-all college education. This finding is noteworthy

and is the basis of a recommendation at the end of the report.

General course information. Yiore students found out about GSt 250/350

through other students than any other way (28%) unless the percentages re-

ferred by the three CSC agencies are sl med, STAY (19%), Social Tutoring (9%),

Project Accomplish (19%). Nine percent found the course via their academic

advisors and 16% learned of it in the Daily or time schedule. Students

responded to "Would you be working on your project if you were not enrolled

in GSt 250/350?" with 60% yes, 3% no, and 32% yes, but spending less time on

the project. Three-quarters of them were continuing their projects the fol-

lowing quarter, 42% of the total group for credit, 32% for no credit. Forty

percent said they were taking aeadeMie courses that quarter related to the

project which group, as above, primarily rated the courses as helpfUl with

only 21% saying they were of little help.

There was little discrepancy between how much time students had expected

to spend on the projects and how much time was actually spent, percents of

students as follo s:

Hours xpected Actual

0 - 30 10 6

31 - 60 24 27

61 - 90 25 24

91 -120 12 18

121 -150 7 4

151 plus 22 21



In agreement with agency comments studentc put in more time than they Tere

reouired in many cases.

Student motIvation. Why were students doing field study? The

percentages of the group checking the following indicate that career knowl-

edge and personal satisfaction combined seem the typical motivational force.

Percent Why doing field study
responding

72 To get experience in the area of my intended occupation

72 For personal satisfaction

61 To make my education more relevant

38 To round out my general education

33 To apply my learning from regular courses

23 To learn more about a specific topic

24 To help me decide on an occupation

22 Miscellaneous other reasons

Students (52%) said continue GSt 250/350 as it is now. The principal

recommendations made by students in order of priority were "count towards

distribution requirements" (presumably as social science credit), "require

fewer hours of work per credit,' "move to specific departments," "require of

all UW students. ' No one checked 'be discontinued." One hundred percent

"would advise fellow students to take project-oriented field study."

Five educational-objectives statements were rated by this group of

students as follows: Strongest agreement for "Students should help decide

what is taught at the university" and for "In general, practical experience

is more important than formal education;' agreement that "Universities should

be centers for academic learning and scholarly research;" disagreement that

"The University of Washington should have no specific course requirements for

graduation " and strong disagreement with "It is well known how students learn

best, and there is little reason to try new methods of education."
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Discussion

The inception of GSt 250/35Q in 1971 was a welcome move to many UW

students and faculty members who had watched field study develop at major

colleges and universities across the country. _In 1955 Harvard's Department

of Social Relations led the way, concentrating student energies principally

in the field of mental health. Since that time countless schools have

created for-credit courses in which students do field study in a wide range

of settings--mental hospitals, educational settings including special educa-

tion, counseling and preventive mental health agencies, recreational services,

social work agencies, personnel offices, physical health facilities, social

science research agencies, law-connected agencies child care facilities--

to name a few. An example of a well-developed summer program in Which the

University does not participate is the WICHE project Western Interstate

Commission for Higher Education). UW students who wish to work-and-study

have had to travel to ?ullman or Corvallis to colleges which have accepted

instruction in this applied mode. An example of the pressure from a disci-

pline to offer such study comes from the American Psychological Association's

"2roject dn Undergraduate Education in Psychology" by James A. Kulik

(University of Michigan, 1971) in which the major recommendation for psychol-

ogy departments for improving undergraduate curriculum is through lacreasing

opportunities for active student participation in laboratories and in field

experience.

What has been done autumn 1971 in GSt 250-350 is a structuring of the

course to make administration smooth, to maintain a high level of super-

vision and training by agencies, to provide (through the TA) adequate
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instructional backing, and to establish a means for judging how and in what

directions to have such project-oriented study develop at the University.

It is clear that one TA can handle 115 students. It is the judgment of the

supervisory committ e however, that many more students over that number

means the TA will need the assistance of other TA's or undergraduate readers,

primarily for paper reading and grading and for agency visitation.

What the students reported anonymously in last quarter's questionnaire

is what the agencies also report--project-oriented field study is unanimously

acclaimed. Reading student papers leaves little doubt in the writers minds

that over 80% of students find such study an ekhilerating educational exper-

ience. Perhaps it is because this learning is inherently enjoyable that they

report they "learn so much more than ever before." GSt 250 550 has become a

hard-nosed course in the sense that it spells out minimal basic requirements

for learning and says if you don't do these things we don't want you wasting

agency time, instructor time, or your time. It is obvious this year that

these requirements are judged by same students as "too high," in which

if they worked in the field, it was on a voluntary basis.

The primary recommendation derived from the questionnaire has to do with

disillusionment over faculty involvement with special projects. The reason

why faculty are reluctant to take on GSt 250/350 students is that they get

no teaching credit for this activity. Without this usual incentive for

teaching, it is understandable that students will continue to have difficulty

finding individuals who prefer to teach 'for nothing" when if they do it in

their own departments it counts towards meeting required teaching loads.

Additionally, individual instruction is the most costly kind. The quality

case
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f the program would be greatly enhanced by a University policy of granting

release teaching time for faculty members who supervise project-oriented

students.

It would also be desirable to expand the variety of applied settings to

include the natural sciences. Certainly there must be governmental agencies

(at least) which solve problems having to do with chemistry, physics, and

biology. GSt 25050 heavy emphasis on the social sciences is historically

understandable but leaves out many other areas of interest where students

would like to get practical experience as well. Environmental problems

encompass the natural sciences and seem a ''natural" area in which to extend

field-oriented, supervised study.

12



Appendix 1

Responsibilities of the Teaching Assistant 7roject-Oriented Field , udies

Compiled by Sandra Mitchell, Fall, 1971

WEEK 1: Advisory Committee Meeting (arrange another one for 5th week)
Many student appointments.

wEEK 2: Have card file typed up.
Send letter to faculty sponsors re: responsibilities.

WEEK 3: Compare official class list with card file.
Send letters to those without applications; separate those from
the card file which are not on the class list.

Send letters to students for whom you need extra information of
any kind.

WEEK 4: Send letter and questionnaire to all prospective new agencies.
Check to see that you have the addresses of every place students
are presently working.

WEEK 5: Prepare following quarter's application and information sheet
be sure to have it ready by pre-registration

Advisory Committee meeting (arrange another for 9th week).

WEEK 6: Revise agency list and have duplicated.

WEEK 7: Pre-registration, many appointments.
Visit prospective agencies.

WEEK 8: Send out evaluation forms to agencies, enclosing stamped,
self-addressed envelopes.

Send grade sheets to faculty sponsors.

WEEK 9: Term papers due.

WEEK 10: Letter to those who did not turn in term papers.

EXAM WEEK: Grade students.
Turn in grade cards.

13
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FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY

TUTIT: rT7LP S73.TTL:,

71ate:

11.e -!ould like to reelnelt of 7ou r.trv o t rforlance of the follcrdn7
rtudent *71a° has ker receiving nraeticum -xnriencc throulz:1 G. 517, 25/350 Tlithyour al.:encv-

for credits or
hours per Tiee% (aoproximatcly total hours) over ouarter.

The student's P.,rar7e .ierendl partly upon this ratio" of his part cioation in youroranization. ?lease describe the student's activities-

Not enowl-hPlease evaluate the followinv'Superior:Abovc Av tvernge,1elou
inormation

Attendance

Coozleration

7flplthl, T:ith clients

Indeoer,dence

Ingenuity

Judment

Kno771eda,e of skills p,ained

itotivation for service
carr
Personal involveme _

yilliigs_ncy

OVERALL CMIFETEITCE

-

Person responsible for ratinI'
(flame

Po you have any comments, criticisms, or suggestions r garding G.St. 250/350 and
placement with your agency?

Please mail in the enclosed, stamped envelopel)y
again for your participation.

Sandra K. Mtchell
C-13 Padelford
543-4853
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